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EDUCATION.
In the specific development of individuals, educa-

which

tion plays the part

the

development

artificial

of the race;

selection plays in

and there

is

an unmistak-

tissue. Lubbock's researches
have established the equally curious fact that modifications of food alone are sufficient to develop a queenbee from the larva of any working-bee, but that no
change of diet will ever modify the organism of a fullydeveloped worker. And only in childhood the brain
seems capable of receiving impressions which modify
the moral tendencies for better or worse and give ar-

phenomena of physical culture and
The inculcation of moral (or imof moral training.
moralj principles is a mental grafting process. The
t}-pe of the preceptor's mind not onl)' impresses itself
upon the mind of the pupil, but the mental scion grows

bitrary

and develops with the growth and development

hood.

able analogy in the

of the

receptive brain.

"An

idea in the brain," says Oliver

Wendell Holmes,

" is

not a legend carved on a marble

slab;
is

it is

an impression made on a living

the seat of active nutritive processes.

tials

I

tissue,

which

Shall the ini-

carved in bark increase from year to year with

forms and relations with

my

growing brain?"

That growth rnay even transcend the development
New principles and new tendencies
expand from generation to generation, and a fructifying thought may bear its fruit in subsequent ages and
propagate a more and more abundant crop, by the
same law of survival which favors the propagation of
the most vigorous plants and the " fittest " competitors
arena of animal life.
An even more striking analogy in the process of

in the

cacy of ear/y training.

The

is

the superior

effi-

(7r-/ormen, the primordial

germs of every new
and the development of individual organisms
can be modified by varying educational influence almost as strangely as varying circumstances modified
the development of the species the lou<er forms, /. e.

types of

life,

are reproduced in the

—

those nearest the earlier type, being in both cases the

Mosses and grasses undergo curious
variations under varying conditions of soil and climate;
fungi derived from the seed of the same parent-plant,
plastic ones.

diverge according to their incidental base of develop-

ment, so much, indeed, that the germ fastening upon
decaying animal tissue will produce forms differing

beyond the

human mind,

like

a flowering plant, has only a brief spring-time of de-

velopment and that
after-life

all

moral and mental results of

sown

are only the fruits of germs

in child-

"

Hence," he adds, "the educational solicitude
of dogma-mongers who renounce the hope of converting fuUgrown skeptics, but perpetuate their power by
monopolizing the training of youth, well knowing that
early impression will secure the reception of any tenet,
no matter how extravagantly absurd."
Artificial selection

has varied the

belief in the possibility of a

Ur-forjii of certain

possibility of identification from the forms
developed from a sisterrgerm, nourished by the de-

common

origin of such

divergent types as those of the Italian dwarf grey-

hound,

for instance,

and the gigantic

smallest varieties of Thibetan ponies

mastiff,

or the

compared with

Norman cart-horses. Yet hardly
moral contrasts have been evolved from a
ancestral type, often by historically demon-

the largest breeds of
less striking

common

strable influences of contrasting education.

magnanimity and intellectual vigor
whose near relatives have
been degraded to ultra-bestial extremes of vice and
Extremes

may

of

characterize individuals

superstition:

birth,

more

of congenital instincts.

domestic animals to a degree almost precluding the

of the parent-tree.

physical and moral development

dogmas the force almost

Arthur Schopenhauer held that the

the tree? and shall not recorded thought develop into

new

i^

composition of vegetable

PHYSIOLOGY.
BY FELIX

14,

"

Higher than Indra's you may raise your lot,
Or sink it lower than the worm and gnat,"

by the influence

of education, as well as

sistent efforts of self-devotion.

by the per-

The very standards

good and evil may be modified by early training,
and what Emerson calls " the influence of the social
of

atmosphere." " The legal sanction of slavery," says
Henry Thoreau, " seems to me as preposterous as a
plan for turning our fellow-men into sausages," yet the

atmosphere " of the cotton-states had imbued
thousands of intelligent natives with a radically oppoThe necessity and propriety of this "pecsite view.
uliar institution " seemed to the children of the south" social

'
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ern planter so self-evident that they saw no alternative
which associated the doctrine of

of the current theory

abolition with

all

sorts of ignoble

motives, beyond

doubt from an inability to realize a degree of
lectual

aberration

sufficient

to

intel-

explain a theory so

" Willful
glaringly at variance with the logic of facts.
blindness " seemed the only adequate explanation for

a reluctance to relinquish such absurdities.

Our aversion to the strict enforcement of Sabba"Blue Laws" is far exceeded by the proclivities

tarian

our Spanish-American neighbors, and the storm of
indignation provoked by every attempt to interfere
of

with their bull-fights is countenanced by the sympathy
" Are they
of some of their foremost philanthropists.
really crazy, those Yankee bigots," asked a Mexican
alcalde of my acquaintance, " or is all that rant only a
pretext for fastening a quarrel, and skinning us out of
another strip of territory? What in the name of com-

mon sense can be

tumble fight hardly
of the scuffle;

A man wounded

feels his injuries in the

but ask him

how he

feels

if

him to a stake and whet their butcher-knives. And
where is the " cruelty " in permitting a man to risk his
life for the amusement of his patrons? Do they suppose
that we force our bull-fighters and make them fight
against their will? Gran Dios! There are five-hundred

The

glory of an arena

triumph is the day-dream of our young men, and I
have seen one of them shed tears of mortification at
the failure of his candidacy for the position of an asThe same about cock-fights. Is it
sistant-matador.
possible that those moralists of yours.have never seen
a couple of roosters volunteer a duello on their own
dunghill? Can there be a doubt that Nature prompts
them to fight? And are they any the worse for an assembly of spectators? .... And, aside from all that,
every open-eyed observer ought to know that circus
games keep the rabble from much worse pastimes.
Close the arena and you open a dozen rum-shops."
A good deal, of course, might have and has been
said on the other side; and the charge of " willful
blindness " would be exactly analogous to the recriminations of Christian Wolff's disputants who argued the
color of a landscape which the one was contemplating
through a pair of red, the other through a pair of blue
spectacles.
of the

Education thus

most honest inquiries

will bias the

after the

the public contests of military champions,
in their disregard of

wounds and

who

cism, then valued as the very superlative of

The author

virtue.

of " Latin

that the passion for circenses

the noblest

men of

gloried

death, a form of stoi-

manly

Christianity " admits

was shared by some

of

Imperial Rome, poets, philosophers,

conclusive evidence in support of his theory that the

rough-and-

tie

applicants for every vacancy!

the mutual butchery of the Roman gladiators? The
circus-combats of ancient Italy were developed from

excitement

and butchered
in a

dis-

the Indians

witnessing a matanza, or even a cock-fight? Don't they
know that a bull would a hundred times rather die
in a slaughter-house?

human

compassion as different from
our Northern " charity on general principles " as the
emotional fervor of their piety differs from the routinereligion of our Sabbatarian stock-jobbers.
Education has specialized their sympathies; and is
it not possible that the same explanation might refute
a plurality of the favorite arguments against the brutalizing influences of that Paganism that countenanced

and patriotic statesmen; and many of the sport-loving
pagans who failed to understand the motives of the
Christian clamor for the abolition of their favorite pastime would have been equally unable to comprehend
the inhuman fanaticism which soon after impelled
those same moralists to drench the land with the blood
Lecky has collected
of freethinkers and dissenters.

their real objection to the pastime of

fighting than to be helplessly chained

anti-circus moralists relieve the wants of
tress with a heart-born

judgment

lessons of truth

"

Persecution " of Christians by their Pagan rivals was
The anti-phypolitical motives.

prompted by purely

sical tenets of the Galilean

Messiah were dreaded as

subversive to the basis of social welfare, but the most
zealous persecutors of his followers extended their
traditional tolerance of foreign religions to all other
creeds of the superstition-teeming East: fire-worshipers. Brahmins, and Egyptian mystics flocked by thou-

sands to the capital of the universe and exercised their
rites with a freedom often denied by the despots of

Only

their native lands.

a

few weeks ago (April

1888), a rope-dancer at Steubenville, Ohio,

25,

met her

death by the sudden breaking of the wire-rope; yet
half a week after her employers resumed their exhibWhen a similar accident
ition with a new performer.

happened

in

the streets of pagan

Rome,

the protests

populace induced the Government to interdict
exploits of that sort, unless the performer would obviate the risk by means of a stout net, spread out beneath the entire length of his rope. Children were
of the

treated with leniency, the disciples of skeptic philosophers enjoyed an abundant measure of tolerance, and
altogether the humanitarian spirit of pagan civilization

compares favorably with that of Christianized Europe
during the thousand years following the conversion of
Constantine.

Even

Rome

the sternest disciplinarians of

yielded to appeals that would have

or of righteousness, and moral obtuseness in one res-

republican

pect

may be offset by the activity of moral sympathies
many others. The same Spaniards, for instance,
who utterly fail to comprehend the objections of our

failed to

in

Their instinctive love of benevolence erected altars to
the genius of Mercy, but education trained the mani-

move

the fanaticism of medieeval Inquisitors.
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festations of that instinct to specific standards of right

and wrong.
The mental and moral disposition

of individuals

ma}' be regarded as a result of a struggle for suprem-

acy between .the influence of hereditary tendencies
and the influence of education, in that widest sense
The
including the " discipline of circumstances."
relative

predominance

on the

ally

of those factors

depends gener-

earlier or later incipience of

systematic

History abounds with instances of "renegades " abandoning their civilized educators and reHerman the Cherjoining their barbarous kinsmen.
uscan, Spartacus, and Abd-el-Kader led the revolt of
their oppressed countrymen and taught them to fight
despotism by its own system of superior strategy, but
their defection was the natural result of earlier educaeducation.

influences,

tional

reacting

training of later years:

against the

successfully

They had passed

their child-

atmosphere of freedom. Australian savages who had been attracted by the cuisine of the
English mission-houses and were entrusted with the
duties and privileges of assistant missionaries, almost
invariably whittled their crosses into boomerangs and

hood

in the

Prince Wittekind, after being

returned to the bush.

forced to " crawl to cross,"

was even persuaded

to at-

tend the convent school of the Prankish colony, but

smashed the
to enforce the

first abbot who undertook
by-laws of monkish discipline, and fled

skull of the

Westphalian forest. The posWestphalians, by the clerical control of infant-schools, have since been converted into the most submissive followers of the into the fastnesses of the

terity of those stiffnecked

church.

fallible

The Turks,

too,

knew

to appreciate

For nearly a century their
Janitzaries were recruited from the infant sons of
their Christian captives, and by a peculiar combination of religious and military training were transformed into zealous and valiant champions of the
the value of early training.

Crescent.

thousand, adjusted so as to use up the current supplied
by a dynamo; all the other lamps must suffer a corresponding loss. It is not uniformly so with life, which,
in its lower powers is indeed spent in spending.
A
plant sacrifices

H.

H.

HIGGINS, M.A.

But in the higher powers of life is realized
the adage " there is that scattereth and yet increaseth."
In the teacher, the composer, the
the lover, the goings forth of

power

the

oxygen atom, or the

We are

atom.

own,

the bios

*

to

The

bios is

make up

its

intended to denote that primordial potency, by virtue of which
aflBnity,

idiosyncrasy as an individual.

artist, the poet, and
have for their issue

more abundantly.

of living

may be replied: Why use such a term as bios,
and why not at once say the "properties" of the atom?
It

Because a mass that is a mere quantity or a fragment
and has no individuality, may have properties. Our
contention from the first has been that we are speaking of individuals, not of bits or of fragmentary masses.

The molecule

of

water

a simple example, but

is

it

will suffice to illustrate certain features in the relations

between atoms and molecules.
1.

The

2.
3.

H^O,

resulting molecule,

individual as the

atom H,

H,0 derives
No one from

is

as purely an

or O.

its bios

from the

bioi of

H

and O.

his present acquaintance with

H

O

could predict the characters of the bios of H^O,
resulting from their combination.

and

4.

H, and

O

do not extinguish their

entering into the constitution of another

Such are features

in the

bioi whilst

bios.

process of chemical com-

bination.

In the above

list,

substitute the term Animal, or

Plant, for

H^O; and the terms Sperm- cell and Germ-

cell for

H

atom.

All the predications will hold good,

and O, leaving out the words molecule and
and be
features in the process of

fairly descriptive of

fertili-

zation.
1.

The animal

or plant

is

as purely an individual

as the sperm-cell or the germ-cell.

The animal

or plant derives

bioi of the sperm-cell

No one

its

bios

from the

and the germ-cell.

ignorant of the history of the cells

the bios of the animal or plant resulting from their

combination.

bios of the

satisfied that the bios of the

the atom possesses and exercises elective

life

sperm-cell and the germ-cell, predict the characters of
its

double hydrogen
molecule
H2O is in some way derived from its component atoms.
Yet they have not, in combining, destroyed their' respective bioi.
Surely, this looks very much like life
which can spend and not be spent; but not in the least
like mechanical action, which can do no such thing.
Add a single incandescent lamp to a series of a
of the

In a living organ-

could, from ever so searching an investigation into the

MOLECULES.

The molecule of water H^O has a bios* of
which, as we have seen, does not extinguish

the seed.

often naturally associated with

is

death.

3.

BY REV.

its life for

ism, reproduction

2.
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and whatever else may unite

4.

The sperm-cell and

the germ-cell do not ex-

tinguish their bioi whilst entering into the constitution of another bios

— that

of

the resulting animal or

plant; for inherited characters transmitted through the

sperm-cell or the germ-cell sometimes do not

appearance till life is far advanced.
It seems a reasonable inference that what
in the comparatively simple molecule, HjO,
also in the highly complicated molecule of the
products, in which perhaps twenty or more

make

their

occurs

occurs

carbon

atoms

—

THE OREN
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combine

to

form an individual molecule.

It

seems

also probable that not one of these atoms wholly loses
its bios;

but

is

it

quite plain that a

individuality have

made

their

new

bios

appearance

new

complicated molecule.

A
from

may

single molecule
2

or 3

The

up

to

contain atoms in

number

the

of

carbon

product has, therefore, not only a peculiar bios of its
own, it is full of constituent bioi, and probably reaches
the highest form of individuality capable of being
possessed by a molecule.
There are, it may be, seventy kinds of atoms; but
the number and variety of molecules exceed all com-

The

first

appearance

of life

It is one of Nature's ways to multiply individuals
immeasurably in excess of the kinds of elementary
It is so amongst the highest known inconstituents.
dividuals, the members of the animal and vegetable
kingdoms. There are frequently more living individ-

uals in a wayside pool of water than there are diverse

known

kinds of animals and plants

in

the whole

world.

We may now proceed

to consider the

combination

—

molecules in the simplest organism the amceba.
still more primitive moneron, if not wholly a hy-

The

has been regarded as

unquestionably involving a break in the continuity of
Nature.
Mr. Darwin writes: "It is mere rubbish
thinking of the origin of

life;

the

one might as well think

But
and periodicity of the atoms, on
theory rests, was not established when
{Life,Yo\. Ill, p. 18.)

individuality

which the

bios

Mr. Darwin wrote, i.e., in 1863.
The generation of a molecule from the combination of atoms, mechanically considered, is a break in
continuity,

and the

has been interposed,

bios theory

not to explain the phenomenon, but because a pro-

somewhat analogous,
and vegetable world.
cess,-

putation or conception.

of

living thing.

of the origin of matter."

300 or 400.

compound molecule

highly

protoplasm, but only the protoplasm of some special

and a new
in the

COURT.

On

is

animal

general in the

the basis of mechanics, the old break in contin-

life still remains, and will remain; and it seems to me that Evolutionists have to
choose between discontinuity and the recognition of a
universal principle of life, which may be regarded not
as mechanical, but as inherent in the primordial atom,
and inherited in the molecule, in the lowest organism,

uity at the origin of

and in the man, so far as they are individuals.
Perhaps no better place than this may be found
for a reference to certain

cognate

difficulties.

ing to molecules of a lower rank, or to atoms.

by a great example, I may
here refer to a weighty discrepancy between chemical
combination and fertilization. The molecule, once
formed, remains unaltered; the organism never ceases
to undergo changes, during the whole cycle of its exPerhaps, however, it may not be strictly acistence.
curate to say the molecule remains unaltered, for its
environments are ever inconstant as the ages run; and
very low organic life partakes almost of molecular
Mr. Ruskin points out that " far above,
uniformity.

the amoeba

among

pothetical animal,

is

very unfamiliar to us in this

country; but most of us have seen an amoeba.

The

size of the

amceba, or of the most minute orby the microscope, is such as to

ganism made

visible

indicate that

it

consists of an

immense number

of

molecules; and the character of its matter shows that
these molecules are highly compound, being individuals themselves,

and containing hosts

of

bioi belong-

Yet
an individual, and has a life unit of its
own. Wondrous indeed is the succession of life
within life, in the ascending series which is here indicated; at the summit being the life unit of the amceba,
the lowest known animalcule. Yet here, apparently,
we may detect a missing term an indication of that
hiatus which has been supposed to mark the distincWe have
tion between living and lifeless matter.
seen some reason for holding that no matter is lifeThere is an ascending progress from the bios of
less.
an atom to that of such a molecule as H^O, and thence
is

—

to

that

world

in

of

highly

the

compound

molecule, a

little

and yet it must be admitted that the
seem to lead up without a break to life

itself;

series scarcely

as found in the amoeba.
Biologists,

may

who acknowledge

find in

to

profit

—

like,

the mountains, the silver lichen-spots rest, star-

on the stone; and the gathering orange-stain upon

the edge of yonder western peak reflects the sunsets
of a

thousand years.

Modern

Painters.

To have any meaning worth contending
If,

for,

the

must imply a certain amount of spontaneity.
therefore, an atom possess a bios, it is difficult to

term

bios

conceive of the entire constancy of its behavior.
Yes, if the bios of an atom must in all its properties
resemble the bios in the higher forms of life. This

must attempt

to meet.
be one of Nature's agents
found in vast ascending series, the extreme terms of
which are hidden. Take, for example, the most intense

great difficulty

I

Life then, seems to

cold ever produced
a physical basis of

protoplasm a link between lifeless and
But protoplasm is altogether on the
living matter.
living side; for no one ever saw an example of general
life,

Wishing

I.

of liquified
it is

me

— that

hydrogen.

to

attending the vaporization

There

a purely negative term.

no such thing as cold;
That which is present

is

as temperature in a particle of frozen mercur)',

noted by a very low term in an ascending

is

de-

series, of

—

XHK

OPiLN COURT.
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which the heat of Sirius is a very high term. To take
another instance. Darkness is not an entitj', a darkness that may be felt is, really, a very low term in that
series of gradations in which light reaches an effulgence
which the eye cannot receive.
These series, and there are others, transcend our
knowledge at both extremes; yet all the intermediate
terms differ only in order and degree. The bios in the
atom may no more resemble the central bios in man

If the inference drawn from the molecule of water,
H,0, be sound, every atom and molecule in our physical frame is an individual and has its bios.
But, beside these, the human body contains many
whole systems, consisting of formed and formative

than darkness resembles light; yet the /'/()j' series may
be one throughout. It may not be unreasonable to

ganism having

by which life advances,
amoeba to its more highly developed form in man, we have just the middle terms only
of a life series, corresponding in some measure with
the series which we know in heat and light; and that,
below the amoeba and above the man, the life series
extends, we know not how far, the highest and lowest
terms having positions in the universe further asunder
than the extreme terms in the series for light and heat.
spontaneity in the bios of the atom may
If it be thus
be only such as is adapted for its sphere, and need not

countless assemblages of living communities gathered
within the empire of the human body.

assume that
from

in the gradation

status in the

its

—

constancy of its behavior.
has been claimed that the bios theory, if I
be permitted the use of such an expression, is the

affect the

It

II.

may

result of

modern researches

atoms and molecules.

more perplexing

ject

into the individuality of

Yet there
in

some

is

probably no subthan in-

of its aspects

dividuality.

The Hydra may be divided

into a

hundred pieces,

each of which will develop into a perfect Hydra. Is
there a life unit in each of the pieces; but if not, when
does

There are also compound animals, and colonial
animals, such as sponges and corals; and compound
plants, such as merispores, in all or any of which it is
hard to say what constitutes individuals; even the
existence of individuality has been denied.
I would not make light of such difficulties, or ex-

when properly
prove instructive.
But, after all, individuality stands out in the system of Nature with an
overwhelming prominence. Unity, with individuality
ceptions, or denials, for they are certain,
treated, to

complementary

for its

the universe.

And

will not, I think,

feature,

is

the chief character of

the weakest point in the bios theory

be found

in the indefinable

character

of the individual.

in

the

life

number and
But

Each

various tissues and vessels,

cells of the

may

be compared with a complete ormolecular i^/o/and dominant life unit.
The subject does not require me to enlarge on the

The

of these

its

point calling for attention

is

the immensity of

the interval between our living constituents, and the

human

We

head of such an empire.
be repeating the story of our first

life-unit that is at the

seem

to

pages respecting the atoms and the molecule of water.
We saw that in no degree could our knowledge of the
atoms enable us to predict the bios of the molecule,
H,0, or the consequences of its multiplication to compose the oceans, seas, rivers and clouds of our world.
The bios of the atom may be a term in the same
vast series with soul or spirit, and though we must
not go down to the primordial atoms and their ways
to be outside wonderland, yet every other wonder sinks
into insignificance before the htiman bios, soul, spirit,
or life-unit, in its living kingdom, the physical frame
of man.
If it be said
Heredity hath done this. Fully admitted. But if we had toiled upward from the amceba
not through Haeckel's twenty-two stages, but through
twenty-two thousand stages and if we could have
seen first one and then another increment, in succes-

—

if

I

series without, at least, a glance at

the

variety of the intermediate terms.

at all events,

sion, raising the unit of life to its present

we must now pass on

to

man.

we be

human

ele-

impressed with the mighty
interval between the life-unit that governs, and the
vation, should

less

which subserve, in man?
For the bioi remain as they were from the beginning, only they are true bioi, not mere symbols but
sources of the hardness, and the fusing point, and the
specific gravity, and the elective affinity in the atom
of an element; and their peculiarity is this, that ever
bioi

as they combine, grade

above grade,

in

molecule or

organism, there comes in something, not supernatural
but supra-mechanical and unforeseen.
It

would weary you

were to dwell upon the
grades of life in the series ascending from the amceba,
yet they are of much importance in support of the bios
theory; and it is hardly possible to appreciate the relations of this theory towards the highest known term
It

Such are the

the lymphatic bodies, and the corpuscles of the blood.

—

enter?

it

matter, arranged in distinct histological constituents.

has been thus a thousand times repeated,

the scene has appeared the life-unit capable

till

on

of

sus-

taining in Nature the part borne by nations and

com-

munities, but chiefly by individuals, constituting the
glory of our race.

In conclusion,

let

me

—

press the final enquir}'

I

have

you Is it so very wild a speculation
that a world which is made up of living constituents
should, as an individual, have a bios of its own?
to bring before

—
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I once saw in Venezuela a tree, popularly called
Humboldt's tree, which carries a botanic garden on
its head, and can shelter an army beneath its branches.
It is an individual, and has a bios, for it is the product
of a single bud or seed by orderly development.

Our

world, as a whole,

and, as an individual,

is

a

is

the result of development,

member of a planetary family

in which every heavenly body feels where the rest are,
and would be missed by them if its place were no

longer

Professor Huxley, in his Critiques and Addresses,
p. 309:

—"It

is

a probable hypothesis that

what the world is to organisms in general, each organism is to the molecules of which it is composed."

The

Neptune

cold of

in

those far-off regions at the

system cannot destroy or even
starve the bioi of its atoms. The heat of the sun
leaves the bios of the hydrogen atom, and the iron
atom', and the sodium atom unaffected in the fierce

.limits of our planetary

stay our enquiry at this point?

The

uni-

verse has systems as countless as the atoms in our
globe, and there

is

sympathy between them,

move together and life is everywhere.
May not the universe itself have a
life-unit, as far

bios,

for they

a central

transcending the whole cosmos of grav-

human

itating bodies as the

life-unifexceeds, in noble

and corpuscles

capacities, the living cells, and vessels,

of our physical frame?

We
inner

are,

life,

hereditarily, in

matters relating to the

so disinclined to receive grave instruction

from Nature, that even

if the bios theory and its inferences could be rendered far more clearly valid than
they are shewn to be, nothing more seems possible at
present than their extremely limited acceptance. Yet
the train of thought to which we have been led, culminating in a single, central, supreme, sympathising

life

— suggests,

be, not falsely,

something

and sustaining

may

theism, with

its

feebly indeed, but,
of the

life

assuming that the laws

in 1888, are sufficient for all that
to

be known;

Agnosticism, (for

know

anarchy of Poly-

life

everywhere, and

not anywhere; of the presumption of Posi-

tivism, in

possible,

it

discordant government; of the vague-

ness of Pantheism, with diffused
true

of the

of

of
is

Nature, as

known

needed, or indeed

the needless reserve of

how much do Agnostics expect

supreme

life of

to

the universe, before they

know anything at all?);
Determinism, seeing that

are content to admit that they
of the delusiveness of rigid

some degree

my

paper be said to be an attempt at a
may it not be
replied that in the true relation between the life-unit
in man and the Supreme Life-unit are bound up verities which will not yield themselves to be expressed in
scientific terms?
Such constituents in man's idiosynLastly,

if

forensic treatment of a scientific subject,

crasy are his affections, emotions, passions; his love,

For all these a higher sympathy is
needed than can be found in the logic of science. Even
if by scientific terms an infinite force, or power, or intelligence, could be represented, the thought conveyed would indeed be amazing and sublime, but
man, after all, might be left with the feeling of being

of spontaneity, sufficient for its

lies within the

atom

at the

absolutely without a friend.

In reading the

much

life of

Darwin

(Vol. Ill),

I

have been

interested with his strong regard for the theory

own child he calls it; and he seems
have fondly clung to it till persuaded by his friends
Lyell, Hooker, Huxley, and Asa Gray, to give it up as
a speculation likely to damage his chief work on the

of Pangenesis, his
to

ragings of the photosphere.

Need we

is

hope, veneration.

filled.

thus writes,

but faith cannot be stereotyped whilst knowledge
progressive.

\&xy base of

sphere,

all.

I doubt not that many wise and noble minds have
found refuge in all these, as also in other and greater
" phases of faith," and have thought them to be final;

Origin of Species.

From its first appearance I was deeply impressed
by Pangenesis, and, besides advocating a discussion
upon it at the Glasgow Meeting of the British Association, I read a paper upon the subject to the Liverpool Naturalists' Field Club for \%(i&(yide Proceedings').
If Mr. Darwin had known what is now known of the
individuality of the atoms; far more, if he could have
seen in Nature sufficient reason for assigning to an
atom a place in the lowest term of the life series, it is
probable that nothing would have induced him to give
up his cherished hypothesis of Pangenesis. The enquiry how the bios theory and Pangenesis afford mutual confirmation must be postponed for the present.
Darwin writes to J. D. Hooker, i858: "You will

—

think

me

very self-sufficient

when

declare that

I

I

feel

Pangenesis is now still-born it will, thank God,
at some future time reappear, begotten by some other
father, and christened by some other name."
Life of

sure

if

Darwin, Vol. Ill, p.
I have now only
theory," as

if it

78.

to

add that

in writing of the " bios

held an acknowledged place, a sense

of crudity has oppressed me, as, I fear, it may also
have occurred to some of my friends. The avoidance
of

intolerable circumlocution

The
may

theory, taken

by

itself,

may

seems

to

be

my

apology.

propose that we

derive some apprehension of the Supreme Life
from the life of the atom, by a process of working
from the circumference towards the centre. Admitted.
But the theory is not to be taken by itself, and I venture to submit that it is not for us to begin with
working from the centre; otherwise, our centre might
be a mere irrational creation of superstition and im-
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agination, as have been so man}^ centres around

hosts of devout worshipers have been, and

which

still

Greek fable
which had stuck

In early days, most of us were carefully taught the

Supreme; and

know

I

not any

towards an Unseen Eternal may be a very special
need of our day. Yet I cannot agree with an aphorism delivered by Goethe, and twice quoted by the late
Matthew Arnold in a recent number of the Nini-

of

"

Not

The

The

so.

spirit of alliance

of the

awe

—

call

good work that

The

is

The

— does most

you will
done upon earth.
love

it

if

September

character of the material aspect of the cosmos

appears to be individuality, segregation, separation.

The

character of the

life

aspect of the cosmos

bination, or the spirit of alliance, which, in

is comman, is

him to do well for the
But not even an atom lives

the inner angel that prompts

sake of those he loves.
for itself alone.

an eh

J.

VANCE.

Alligatur nebber does trubble

chillen,'

Buh Mash-hen

so says the negro ^Esop, beginning a

which we happened to read first in Mr. Jones's
"Negro Myths." And why? In reply.
Old Daddy Jack goes on to tell a fable as ancient as
Mrs. Malapro's celebrated 'Allegory on the Nile'; an
abridgfed account of which may be given in the exact language of the aged negro:
One time Buh Alligatur, him been er eat crab.
Him bin had one teet wuh hab hole in um. Dat teet
duh hot um berry bad. Wen eh der eat dem crab,
one er de claw fastne in him rotten teet, an hot um so
bad eh mek um holler. Buh Mash-hen pass by. Buh
Alligatur hail um an tell um wuh happne, an eh bague
um fuh pull de ting out wid eh bill. Buh Mash-hen eh
fade fur trus eh head between Buh Alligatur jaw.
But
Buh Alligatur schway to Buh Mash-hen dat ef eh would
bleege um an pick de ting out eh would be fren teu
um an eh fambly all dem life.
'Wen Buh Mash-hen see Buh Alligatur dub bague
so harde, eh tek pity on um, an eh pit eh head in eh
mouf an eh pull out de crab-claw wid eh bill. Buh
Alligatur him keep eh wud.
Ebber sence Buh Mashhen kin walk bout de mash an de ribber, an buil nes,
an ketch fiddler an schimp all round Buh Alligatur
an eh yent try fuh bodder um.'
tale

collection of

'

Negro Myths from
C. Jones,

Jr.,

Boston:

1875,)

and

was done

in periodicals {Lippincott's

for

December, i8yy).

Little

to secure the scientific satisfaction of curi-

Lang would call it) about negro legends,
made his noteworthy collection of over thirty plantation stories under the name
About this time Mr.
of "Uncle Remus," (1881).
osity (as Mr.

till

Joel Chandler Harris

Herbert H, Smith had collected

L.

Buh

2,

Magazine, Vol. 6, and also

the Georgia coast, told in the Vernacular.
1888.

Houghton.

Mifflin

&

Co.

in South America a
myths for publication in his book,
"Brazil, the Amazons, and the Coast," the proofsheets of which he kindly sent to the author of 'Nights
with Uncle Remus.' Mr. Harris noted, with consid-

number

PLANTATION FOLK-LORE.*
'

this

'

'

the best thing humanity has."

is

perhaps, but not the best.

rarest,

However,

Southern negroes. It does not seem to have occurred
to any one
befo' de wah
to write down the stories
told by plantation darkies.
The earliest notice of negro fables, so far as I am aware, was by a writer in the
Riverside Magazine for November, 1868, and March,
1869. We find, after that, a few stray stories appearing
almost by sufferance in papers {Neiv York Independent,

—

thrill of

in the wolf's throat.

number 23 of The Open Court for January,
we had occasion to briefly refer to the existence
this class of stories (animal fables) among the

1888,

Century

In

In

mission in religion to impressions of high reference

tccntlt

^sop.

the crane that pulls out a bone

dwelling-place by the fireside in the negro's lowly cabin.

Perhaps such a sub-

alike.

is

only one story out of a hundred which has been
carried across the Atlantic ocean, and at last found a

thought more awe-constraining than the recognition of
whom the darkness
light are both

it

is

the presence of One, unseen, to

and the

the details of a

familiar to every reader of

is

the

of the

we have

Here, then, in Georgia,
story which

are,

assembled.

omnipresence

1029

of Indian

erable surprise, that a number of stories in his collection were almost identical with stories collected

by

Mr. Smith, and also some stories collected by the late
("Amazonian Tortoise Myths.")
Prof. C. F. Hartt.
Very naturally Mr. Harris inquired (see preface to
'Uncle Remus '), 'When did the Negro come into contact with the tribes of South America?' In the Popular
Science Monthly, April, 1881, that acute and accomplished student of folk-lore. Professor Crane of CorHe accounted
nell, set about to answer the question.
for the remarkable similarity by holding that a large
stock of myths and tales had been originally brought
from Africa by the Negroes, and that the Indians visited by Prof. Hartt and Mr. Smith had heard these

from African slaves in Brazil. He went furand pointed out that, by far a greater portion of
Uncle Remus's fables were more or less similar to
the Alarchen, or contes, or household tales of modIn some cases the negro
ern European peasantry.
story-teller had directly borrowed from ^Esop and La
Fontaine, " adapting " (like a French play) the story to
Such is the
local circumstances and to local scenery.
place of negro tales in the world's folk-lore. The
question, as to how these stories came to be so widely
diffused all over the world, may be left unanswered
stories

ther,
'

By Charles
for the

moment.

—
'
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We have now to examine a collection of " Negro
Myths from the Georgia Coast." In his book, Mr. Jones
has brought together some fifty-seven negro myths and
fables of very unequal value. Some of them do not properly belong in a collection of native negro lore, others
are simply variations of familiar
others, again,

and time-worn themes;

are really genuine contributions to the

comparative study of American folk-lore. The stories
to which Mr. Jones now acts as introducer were current
on the Georgia coast. Yet, they do not differ much
from the stories found by Mr. Harris in Middle Georgia. There is, however, a noticeable difference between
the lingo of the negro on the coast and his sable brother
in the interior. Mr. Jones has succeeded in noting down
some of the queer turns of darky expression, and the
reader would do well to go over the glossary, which has
thoughtfully been added to the book. We doubt if any
writer, save and except Mr. Harris of course, has been
more successful than Mr. Jones in catching the sound
and color of Negro-English, which is so racy and piquant as mouthed by a

"New

Nigger."*

There is one striking peculiarity in these " Negro
Myths." The dramatis persona are animals. They
are all dignified with the title of Buh (or Brer) which
is generally supposed to be an abbreviation of the word

With

'Brother.'

man, who
sort of a

figure to

is

the exception of the 'buckra' (white)

introduced

now and

then in a perfunctory

way, these myths have scarcely one human
show. Buh Elephant, Buh Lion, Buh Tiger,

Buh Wolf, and Buh Rabbit, go and come,
such a way as to out-.(Esop ^sop.

act

and

talk,

in

Clearly, then, these negro fables take us

time

when beasts spoke as never man spake

temps

oil les

back

to a

before. "

Le

betes parlaient," says Gerard de Rialle, " est

sans contredit la p6riode f^tichique." Mr. Tyler has ad-

duced an immense mass
is

a stage of

human

of

evidence to show that there

intellectual

development

in

which

the savage draws no psychical distinction between

man

and beast.f (Primitive Culture, I, pp. 167-169.) Or, to
quote De Rialle again: "Pour le f^tichiste, I'animal se
comporte comme Thomme; il est done de la parole, il
chasse, il peche comme lui, il lui arrive les memes aventures. Tout, en un mot, est confondu."J People in this
stage of primitive culture naturally tell tales in which
beasts, and birds, and fishes do most wonderful things,
and in which human forms are disguised like the ass
To the ear of the untutored nein the Peau d'Ane.
gro the animals certainly seem to talk.
" I doom-er-ker-kum-mer-ker! I doom-er-ker-kum-

—

"Dat's Tarry pin talk. W'en you git ole ez me w'en
you see w'at I sees, en year w'at I years," continued
the old man, " de creeturs dat you can't talk wid '11 be
mighty skase, dey will dat."
I think that the conversatione between Brer Terray
pin and Brer Frog in " Uncle Remus " would have delighted Sydney Smith who used to say that if lions
would meet and growl out their observations to each
other,' they might have better manners. Again, closely
connected with the negro belief in fetichism and anthropomorphism is the belief in "sperits," "cunjur" men,
and supernatural beings in general. We may take the
following dialogue from Mr. Jones's "Negro Myths."
On one occasion, the author asked an old negro, called
July, whetherhe believed in ghosts and could see spirits
(loc. cit., p. 163).
"Yes, Massa," was his reply, "me
kin shum."
How do they look? "Same luk wen dem bin live,
ceptin dem look lucker shadder, an dem walk backwuds, an dem face tun backwud, an de heel teh eh foot
day way eh toe orter be. Dem dont fetch de groun
wid dem foot, but dem sorter dis skim pon topper de
grass."
Then July goes on to describe the kind of
" cloze " worn by the " sperits." There is not a particle
of doubt but that July knows a spirit when he sees one.
" Me kin see dem dist es plain as me kin see you now."
But it is not necessary to consider further the "sperits," which July, " like an exorcist, has conjured up."
With regard to the negro belief in magic and sor-

—

'

cery the case

—

Remus,

p. 131 ").
plats the

"This is that very Mab
manes of horses in the night.

the elf-locks in foul sluttish hairs

which, once untangled, much misfortune bodes."

Remus

to his

tional evidence.
p. loi.

Enough has been

astonished listener,

from Africa.' See Mr. Jones's glossary,
See also Sir J. Lubbock's "Origin of Civilization," pp.

La Mythologie Compar^e,

po-

'

that?"

tal

* 'A negro fresh

i

The

,

And bakes
is

"

were monopolized by old negro women
conjurers as Mr. Jones calls them "who derive'd considerable gain from this calling." Thus, " the ordinary
Fetich consisted of a bunch of rusty nails, bits of red
flannel, and pieces of brier-root, tied together with a
cotton string." So too, " a toad's foot, a snake's tooth,
a rabbit's tail, or a snail's shell," was sometimes used.
According to Mr. Jones, the interference of the cunjur
man frequently gave rise to disturbances and promoted
disquietude on the plantation. Many minor negro beliefs might be mentioned, such as the common faith in
signs and omens, in lucky and unlucky days, in methods
of work, and in colors of dress or costume. We find the
belief that the plantition-witch has the power to vex
horses and cattle (cf. " The Plantation Witch in Uncle

That

"Dat," says Uncle
t

not essentially different.

their sale

mer-ker!"

"What

is

tency of charms and philters was freely admitted."
Again, we learn that the fabrication of Fetiches and

33-35, for addi-

said,

status of the negro

fables.

We

is

I

think, to

show

that the

men-

truly mirrored in his animal

can readily see why the negro has such an
He can
as a story-teller.

immense advantage over us
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introduce beasts and birds, speaking in
ion,

human

fash-

with less compunction and less hesitation than our

from her cruel brother, the sun, because he disfigured
Why has the woodpecker red feathers on
its head?
Because the bird told Monabozho (the
her face.

own Hawthorne yi'/i' in introducing the Marble Faun.
Indeed, among fable-making negroes the powers of a

chief deity of the Algonkin tribes),

witch are far more real than those possessed by "She,"

mortal combat with a great Manitou (or

and

them the magic of the "cunjur" man

to

is

far

more

than that of the celebrated " Dr. Jekyll." Let anyone hear, (as we have heard,) the old myth-making

darky

tell of

the wonderful things he has seen, of the

"sperits" he has met, of the witches

who

fly in

the air

and who walk at midnight, of the conjurers who can
control storm and sunshine, and who can work miracles
let him hear these things, then he will understand
better than ever before, what stuff myths and fables
He will readily believe that negro fables
are made of.
of Buh Terraypin, Buh Rabbit, Buh Fox, Buh Elephant, and all the rest of the Buhs, would naturally
spring out of a condition of human belief and human
intellect in which the metamorphoses of men into animals, and the agencies of magic and of spirits are regarded as possible incidents of daily human life. In
other words, the raw materials of negro myths are to
be found in that state of savagery where "shape-shifting," miraculous powers, Totemism, and Sabaeism are
accepted as an every day and working belief.
Now, be it observed the materials of comparative
mythology or Folk-lore are not all of the same make or
kind.
Mr. Lang has divided the materials of mythology into two classes: "Nature Myths," and Afarchen.
The first class includes all those myths which explain
the facts of the visible universe. The second class in-

—

cludes

all

those popular tales, or Mdrchcu which, as far

as can be discovered, have no obvious explanatory

element.*

In briefly examining "Nature Myths,"

we observe

answer some question about Na"These myths range," says Mr. Lang, "from
about heaven, day, night, the sun, and the stars,

that they attempt to
ture.

tales

to tales

accounting for the red breast of the ousel, the

and stripes of wild beasts,
and stones, the foliage of trees,
In a sense these myths are the

habits of the quail, the spots
the formation of rocks
the shapes of plants.

science of savages; in a sense they are their sacred
history; in a sense they are their fiction

What

are the stars?

According

and romance."!
Greek myth

to the

star called the Bear was once a woman, the
daughter of Lycaon, King of Arcadia; while the seven
stars of Pleiad were seven maidens, daughters of the

the

Our North American Indians, as Schoolmany of the stars " to be transformed
adventurers."
The lowas "believed the stars to be
sort of living creatures."
Thus, where we see a Man
in the Moon,' the Eskimo sees a girl, who is fleeing
giant Atlas.
craft says,

hold

'

»

Myths,

t

Loc.

when engaged
spirit),

where the latter, like Achilles, was vulnerable, and for
reward had his head rubbed with the blood of the slain
Manitou. Why is the Bear so fat? Because Monabozho killed a great fish, and with its oil made a small
pond. He invited all the birds of the air, and the
beasts of the field, decreeing that the fatness of each
would depend upon the order in which they arrived at

The bear " got there " first. Oddly enough
myth says that the hare arrived very late to the

the feast.

the

banquet, and that
is

is

why he is so thin. Why
The Iroquois story is, that

the reason

the bear stumpy-tailed?

the fox induced the ancestral bear to put his

hole in the

ice,

where

it

tail in

froze fast, and the bear

a

had

away.*
have survived in Negro

to pull his tail off to get

folk-lore.
Tc
we maj' give the
Negro version of the reason why Buh Rabbit has no
tail, and also why Buh Elephant's ears always hang

Such

tales

bring out this into cleater light,

down.

myth

Mr. Jones gives the version of the first-named
Buh Bear had a fine well of water

as folows:

—

which Buh Rabbit helped himself without asking.
But Buh Bear took a big crawfish and dropped it
into the well.
So the next time Buh Rabbit came to
get water the crawfish grabbed him by the tail, and in
" An dat de way Buh
pulling away his tail came off.
Rabbit come fuh loss eh tail." (Cf. Negro Myths,
to

p. 91.)

Did you ever notice that the elephant's ears always hang down? Do you know how that came about?
One day when Buh
If you do not, let me tell you:
Elephant was out hunting he stepped upon a nest

—

Buh Rabbit's children. Buh Rabbit came
home and found "eh chillem squash flat." He could
not get any satisfaction out of Buh Elephant, so lays a
plan " fuh git eeben "*with him. One day while Buh
Elephant was sleeping Buh Rabbit started, a great
containing

about his ears. Now, befo de fire done out eh
bun de hinge er all two eh yez (ears) so eh couldn't
An dat de reason huccum Buh
liff um up no mo.
Elephant hab flop yez tel ter-day' (p. 93).
" Dat de reason."
In this way Negro philosophy
fire

'

seeks to satisfy the curiosity of the human mind.
The following nature myths are simply guesses at knowl-

edge by people in a state of ignorance. Why does
Buh Alligator never sleep far from the river banks?
Why does Buh Fowl-Hawk like chickens? Why is
Buh Turkey Buzzud afraid of the crab? The answer
is that, Buh Alligatur never sleeps far from the river
bank because one day Buh Rabbit treated him to a

Riti

cit. I,

in

the spot

* See No. 23 of

The Open Court

for different versions.

)

THE ORKN
big bonfire while he

was sleeping

in the

marsh, and he

COURT.
a perfect mechanical

tain

barely had time to reach the bank in order to save his

which we may

Buh

The invention

Buh Fowl-Hawk

life.

likes

chickens, because

Rooster, in order to play a joke, told him that

if

he

would watch the Sun, and catch him in bed, he would
keep him in victuals. "When Buh Hawk finds out the
trick he made up his mind that hereafter he would
find victuals

by taking

Buh

Rooster's children.

Buh

Turkey Buzzud is afraid of the Crab, because one
day Buh Buzzard was so greedy as to take dead fish
from the Crab, but the

latter got hold of the

Buzzard's

drowned him before he let loose.
of Negro myths, like those of the Greeks

leg and almost

This class

and the Indians, give a

" reason

why "

for the existence

some aspect in Nature. Such tales are the natural
outcome of those " obstinate questionings," the outcome of a desire to know. "The Indians," said Schoolof

—

—

craft, "

conveyed instruction moral, mechanical and
through traditionary fictions and tales" (Algic Researches I, p. 12).
There is but little doubt
that ^sop's Fables were put together for this main
purpose namely, instruction. As Carlyle says, "Fable may be regarded as the first attempt of Instruction
clothing itself in Fancy." Among the lower races of
man these tales take a silly, senseless, or absurd form.
Yet, the question might be asked, why bother with
religious

—

What difference is it to
Buh Rabbit and Buh Fox are always at
sword's points? Why should we be asked to listen to
the story of Buh Alligatur and his friendship for Buh
Mash-hen? What do we care about the likes or dislikes of Buh Fowl-Hawk, and Buh Turkey Buzzud?
us whether

of

mankind

will not only benefit

of

many

things,

in

many

practical ways,

prove of theoretical importance as regards
Mr. Edison's exthe explanation of the human soul.
pression that the phonograph is "a perfect mechanical memory" reminds me of a passage in Mr.
it

will also

Hegeler's essay,

"The

Soul,"

394 of the Open

p.

Mr. Hegeler says:

Court.

I had read in an article in the Berlin Gegenwart on The Origin of Reason, by Noire, "Man thinks because he speaks; he has concepts, because he has words;" and how simply does the phonograph
'

'

That man's brain can record language in as simple
phonograph is undoubtedly one foundation of the
over the animal.
I have overcome any hesitancy
to pronounce this my opinion (which is likely shared by many
others) so positively, by the course our increase of knowledge of
That the eye works like a phothe working of the eye has taken.
tographer's camera we learned already at school; that in addition a
liquid analogous to the photographer's chemicals was active in the
retina, fixing there for a short time pictures thrown on it by the
record words!
a

way

as the

man

progress of

lens of the eye,

—

these simple, childish fables?

memory

even though we have said them."
the phonograph, it is to be hoped,

forget,

The form
tin-foil,

we

learned not

many

years ago."

of the vibrations, the indentations in the

Mr. Hegeler would

call the soul of the

phon-

ograph.

There

is

no theoretical discovery which

will not

sooner or later become practically useful, and there
is no practical discovery which will not be valuable to
theoretical enquiry

as serving to explain processes

which hitherto we have been unable to understand. By
the invention of photography we learned that the eye,
the most wonderful organ of the human body, is not
only like the camera obscura of a photographer, but

Surely, these outlandish stories have not the remotest

that

literary value?

had been explained. And now the invention of the
phonograph shows that receiving and retaining sounds

It

seems

to us

that the whole

answer

to

these

questions has been stated as clearly as possible by

in

Crane in the first number of the new Journal of
American Folk-Lore:
"The widespread interest in popular tales which
has produced within the last twenty years an amazing
number of collections from all parts of the world, is
not wholly due to their intrinsic worth, great though

There

Prof.

in

—

some cases

it

may

be (notably

in the collection of

the Grimms, and of Asbjornsen and Moe), but largely
to the fact that they are

supposed

to

possess a scien-

tific

value for the comparative mythologist, ethnolo-

gist,

and student

of

comparative literature."*
(

To be concluded.

THE MECHANICAL MEMORY OF THE PHONOGRAPH.
Mr.

number

Thomas

A. Edison announces

in

the June

North American Revieiv that his prephonograph
"The phonograph," he says,
are now fulfilled.
"knows more than we do ourselves. For it will reof the

dictions of ten years ago concerning the

al

Am.

F.-L.,p. g.

some
is

The apparently unexplainable

one, indeed.

it is

plastic substance

can be effected very

easily.

only one difference between the photograph-

and the

er's plate

retina,

between Mr. Edison's wax

cylinders and the auditory nerve: the plate and the

what we call dead matter, while our brainis alive and endowed with sensation. The mechanical and chemical process of fixing pictures upon
the plate and the retina, and the mechanical process of
fixing sounds in the wax and in the gray matter of
the auditory nerve and brain are analogous. They are
possible through the very same mechanical laws which
produce the nodal lines of Chladni.

wax

are

substance

The importance

of

Mr. Hegeler's application of the

phonograph to explain the process of recording language in our brains is corroborated by a passage in
Mr. I. G. Vogt's lately published book: "Die Geistesthatigkcit lies Menschcn."
Vogt says:
'
'

Upon

the whole, the

phonograph affords us an excellent point

of vantage for the understanding of the intricate processes here

treated

of,

although like

all

illustrations,

it

too

is

deficient.

The

•

THE OPEN
an accidental invention of Edison, consists of a

phonograph,

wooden* cylinder into the surface of which is cut a spiral groove
or hollow which continues around the cj-linder without a break.
Over this grooved surface is wrapped a thin sheet of tin-foil which
gives to the whole the appearance of a tin-foil cylinder.

of the cylinder

is

a thin diaphragm stretched over a ring.

phragm

In front

placed a so-called mouth-piece, which consists of
In the centre of this dia-

fastened a small delicate pencil or metallic style, the

is

point of which rests close upon the tin-foil directly over the groove.

The mouth-piece
to revolve

and

stationary,

is

at the

same time

whereas the cylinder

to

move along

is

fixed so as

in the direction of its

axis; thus, starting at

one end of the spiral groove the style of the

may be

carried over the entire length of the groove

mouth-piece
until

it

reaches the other end of the revolving cylinder.

turned about

a per-

If

son talk or sing into the rnouth-piece while the cylinder

is

being

the sound-waves naturally set the diaphragm

its axis,

and these vibrations are transmitted through the
form of points or slight
indentations of the tin-foil which at the spots touched lies over the
hollow made by the groove. In this way, a conversation or a song
may be stamped upon the surface of the tin-foil cylinder.
'But it is just at this point that the remarkable peculiarity of the
phonograph comes in. The conversation or song thus impressed upon
the tin-foil may. be reproduced at any time, simply by turning the
cylinder in the opposite direction over the course traversed. During
this process every indentation or mark made upon the tin-foiF
'

causes a rapid depression or elevation of the pencil fixed to the

mouth-piece; in consequence whereof the diaphragm

caused the original indentations.

as

is

set into vi-

and of necessity exactly the same vibrations are induced

bration,

Exactly the same sound-

waves are again produced; and we have before us the phenomenal
fact that an exceedingly simple apparatus of mere wood, tin-foil,
etc., can talk, sing, and play with a purity of tone which easily enables us to distinguish between the most delicate shades of vocal
and instrumental expression. In the reproduction there is a loss

"

We

may now apply

fitting illustration of the

this

phenomenon

of the

point in question.

phonograph as a

Let us compare the

The

the phonograph.

vibrations of the diaphragm, the actual

soul of the apparatus, clearly represent the trans-formative activity
of the sensory cell.

In the

same manner as the diaphragm receives a
it to the tin-foil, in a like man-

spoken word or a song and transmits
ner does the sensory
rial

cell receive

the sensory irritations of the mate-

them into sense-products or mental images and
same time transmit these sensory irritation to the cortex or en-

world, transform

at the

memory cells. Futhermore,
mouth-piece reproduces anew the sound-waves stamped

velope of the brain to be stamped in the
just as the

upon the

am

told that

tin-foil, in

the

same manner does the sensory

memory

cell.

And

last

so soon as the

cells,

their active function, that

sory

cell

not

Without going

is,

the

memory

usually called a

a gen-

If

takes place in Galton's

composite photographs of the members of a. family. Only that
remains of the several faces what they have in common. This
implies that the composite photograph is entirely contained in

each of the single photographs of each member, each is the complete composite with additions.
So in reality the composite photograph is an abstraction a part of each of the single photo-

—

—

graphs.
" If of a bronze statue and a bronze cube and a bronze sphere

make

the generalization bronze,

I in reality

make an

I

abstraction

—

the bronze is in each of them the form is not noticed.
If of the
words bronze, lead, iron, and copper I make the generalization
metal, I again make an abstraction.
What the word metal implies
is in all

of them, the other characteristics are omitted.

If

again of

make the so-called genermake an abstraction, what is

alization matter, I again in reality

meant by matter

same manner

we

certain, viz., that

details of construction as

now

that millions of

one thing of which
our most subtle sensa-

perfected by Mr. Edison and described

for June, differ from those of the models exhibInstead of tin-foil a cylinder of wax is now used for receiving the

record of sound pulsations.

completely found in each of them."

many

of

the living

memory

•

horses are recorded on

the retina of the eye and registered
cells of the

somewhere

brain.

in

All together

form a composite picture, which is our abstract conception of a horse. By this mechanical process, in
the most simple way, all the complicated structures of
human ideas are built up. How wonderful is the
simplicity of the human mind notwithstanding all its
apparent complexity.
p. c.

MY PHILOSOPHY.
LOUIS BELROSE,
I

I

JR.

saw good men at strife because a creed
That half held sacred, half had learned

And

to

shun;

while their bodies rotted in the sun

thought;

—

I

thought of

all

the strength

—

we need

To war with nature; how men's interests,
From misconception, still must ever run
Athwart; and ere

shaJl point out only

North Aynerican Rezitrw

is

The photographs

cells exercise

into the details of Mr. Vogt's ex-

we can be
The

is

more correct word.

the

The same

pears in the generalization.

transmit their irritations to the sen-

least, in

planation,

ited in 1878.

is

always

words and melodies may pass through the single pencil of the vibratory diaphragm and millions of words may be reproduced anew
through the same medium, in like manner may millions of images
be reproduced and made perceptible through the one sensory cell,
the point where conscioi/Sness is located."

in the

an abstraction

I call

is

reproduce the images corresponding to the sensorial irritations
stored in the

what

made, many things having something in common are
put together and what they have in common is specified in words.
It is then forgotten that what they do not have in common disaperalization

function of the sensory cells to the part acted by the mouth-piece
in

I

generalization, but abstraction

the words metal, wood, water and air I

in intensity only.

"

COURT.

tions are mechanically explainable, and that there is
no doubt but that physiology will solve one problem
after the other until a comprehensive solution be attained.
The images and words recorded in the memory of our brains are mechanically produced photograms and phonograms.
But we can go one step further on the way which
has been pointed out by Mr. Hegeler. Our ideas, viz.,
our conceptions of abstracts or generalizations, are also
produced mechanically. We find the fittest explanation of this process in the composite photograph. Mr.
Hegeler says on this subject in a foot-note on page
393 of the Open Court:

into vibration

style to the surface of the cylinder in the

—

I

heard from

"

Teach

fact

lips of

my

pondering was done

wounds

and judge

freed

not.

that

seemed

to plead,

Let the world have

Show all to all, that all men's eyes maj^ see
The best and worst; that stamped on all men's

—

light.

sight.

—
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Some sharp, some dull, the selfsame star may be
The guide for all. Facts and not creeds unite."
Which forms the whole of my philosophy.
Paris, during the

The notion of fire is not included in the concept wood, and
cannot be explained from wood either," and at the same time we
'

'

maintain that "the conditions of burning,

must be a quality inherent

Commune.

Where

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE PHYSICAL

answer

we

are at a loss

how

conform

to

this

to Prof.

moni^ic view with

other propositions which must be considered as unequivocal dual-

Although consciousness,

ism.

maintained, does not exist

is

it

Cope objects

apart from energy and matter. Prof.

to the

view

mind would disappear; and that the development and extension of
mind depend on the production and distribution of protoplasm.'
Protoplasm, it must be mentioned, means the living substance
is

the basis of organic

On

life.

other planets

may be found

we do not expect to find mind independent of living substance.
Moreover, when Prof. Cope
speaks of 'a primitive or supreme person,' he can only mean a
supernatural God, whom, as I judge from other publications of
his, he considers as absolute mind.
With such contradictory
statements it is natural that Prof. Cope ends in occultism, etc."
In reference to this passage Prof. Cope writes the following
other kinds of protoplasm, but

letter to the Editor:

Washington, D. C, June

My Dear Sir: — I

Dr. Carus.

1888.

6,

have the proof of your criticism
I reply at once that you have

on my article, "What Mind is."
misapprehended me on one point, that is as to the physical basis
of mind outside of protoplasm.
By denying that mind other than
terrestrial human mind is not a property of protoplasm, I do
not divorce it from a physical basis or introduce an inconsistent
dualistic idea into the proposition.
I hold on the contrary that
according to the pointings of the " Doctrine of the Unspecialized
there

may

is

The elementary

probably physical basis of mind not protoplasm, which
other places in the Universe, and which may have
not likely that this small planet

is

on which we live is the only habitat of consciousness.
This explanation will, I hope, relieve me of the charge of

Very

consistency or of self-contradictoriness,

the

which

letter I confess

seem

believe that

to

me

to

of

life,

monism we maintain

especially those of feeling,

be well taken) you say in one
are qualities of reality

that the elementary conditions

must be inherent

in matter."

To my untutored* mind
contradiction.

I

only one part of reality.

We

our senses.

The

notion of mat-

understand by matter what

and non-material qualities
excluded from the term matter.

(e.

g.

is

mama-

form) are explic-

Prof. Max Miiller says in his latest publication* on p. 86:
" From this point of view I call materialism no more than a

grammatical blunder," and on
relative, they are

p. 87,

"Matter and
"

not interchangeable terms."

spirit are cor-

And

the

same

blunder underlies Spiritualism."
For further information we refer to the passages quoted from
MaxMiillers lectures (Open Court, p.p. 366 and 367), to our statement on Matter and Form (Open Court, p. 983), and to the Editorial
"Idealism, Realism and Monism."

What we think
Open Court.]

of worship has

been stated on

890 of

p.

The

NOTES.
In the issue of next week the

Open Court

will discuss editor-

Field-IngersoU Controversy.

"The Popular Science Monthly" for July contains the concluding essay of the remarkable series on "Darwinism and the
Christian Faith."

In

IViiie

Awahe ior June, Edward Everett Hall begins "The
Common," and tells of the Massachusetts Witches

VolapUk,

spirit, life, feeling,

is

abstracted from reality in so far as surrounding objects

delightfully treating the historic inis

associated.

27, 1888.

which are not included in matter and which cannot be explained
from matter either"; and in another place you say: "From the
standpoint of

itly

and concludes that

reality,

terial in things,

The Open Court;

Editor of

We

is

terially affect

cidents with which this old park

In replying to the letter of Mr. L. A. Fisher (the points of
place; "

However, matter
ter

of the Seventeenth Century,

E. D. Cope.

To

conditions of feeling are inherent in matter.

Story of Boston

truly yours,

May

a

matter and everything must be explainable from matter.

is

in-

MATTER AND REALITY.
Philadelphia,

all

ially the

exist in

It

is

— or from wood and the

Wood

air.

Materialism identifies matter and

"

generally similar capacities to protoplasm under different conditions of temperature, etc.

(which

fire

and air are matter, and
any notion of a process or of a
mode of motion. Fire is as different from wood as life is from
matter.
But wood (if dry) is combustible, which means, it has
qualities which will under proper conditions make it burn.
Similarly we declare that matter has qualities which under proper conditions produce feeling, consciousness, spirit, psychical life, etc.

'that with the disappearance of protoplasm from the universe,

which

explain

their conceptions do' not contain

40 of The Open Court contains, in
Cope's essay " What Mind is," the following editorial passage:
" But

of

inflammability

viz.,

wood."

Can I
motion) from wood

oxygen of the surrounding

BASIS OF MIND.

Number

mode

process, or a

in

the contradiction?

is

these two statements of belief involve a
beg leave also to heartily concur in the views

is

the universal language

'

'

which

is

is

spoken nowhere,
The pubMilwaukee,

beginning to be studied more and more in America.

house of C. N. Caspar, 437 East Water
preparing an English Volapiik Dictionary.

lishing

Street,

Herbert Spencer had to print most of his publications at his
expense; Schopenhauer's publisher disposed so slowly of his
books that he thought of sending them as rubbish to the papermills, while Zola received $20, 000 on an average for each of his

own

novels.

Number
The Open

expressed by Mr. Otto Wettstein in his letter in the same
of

The Open Court, and

Court
worship

to say that

in his interpretation of
I differ

from him

if

the Editor of

"religion" includes the idea of

radically,

[The writer
none.

We

where there

is

Answers

to

f

they are properly and intelligently presented.

movement by

taking part in the annual

or girl

may be

Many

a bright boy

rescued from a wretched fate by the timely help of

Tickets may be obtained for $1,00 on application to
Superintendent T. E. Daniels, CalvaryArmory, Telephone No. 2337.

this mission.

present two similar statements:

*We

beg our correspondents to omit words like " unt
questions, and replies to criticisms shall be given as miic

Chicago Waifs' Mission will afloid au
in the homeless children of Cm

picnic which has been planned for that date.

Woodward.

of this letter sees a contradiction

28th, the

cago, to contribute to the

Respectfully,
C. F.

Upon June

opportunity to persons interested

'

:

*Three Introductory Lectures on the " Science of Thought,"

space allows

by

The Open Court Publishing Company.

etc.,

published

—
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what awkward efforts he made, by raising and lowering his arms, and by his looks, to appease the little

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER AT//.— Continued.

squaller,

This was too much; Laura turned her head sharply
toward the Doctor. For a moment he saw two flashing ej'es, and heard the contemptuous words: " I am
no cat." Again her lips were compresed, and sh
clenched her hand convulsivel}'.
Fritz reflected with astonishment whether gloves
that wrinkle could ever have been considered a characour domestic animal. He thought the
What a pity she is so whimremark incongruous.
sical!" After a time he began again: " I fear you will

teristic sign of

'•

draught; shall

feel the

Not

"

"Do

I

close the

window?"

answered Laura, with icy coldness.
you know what the baby is to be called?"
at all,"

continued the doctor.

He

"

is to be called Fritz," returned Laura; and
second time a flaming look of anger met his
spectacles, then she turned away again.
Ah! in spite of the lightning that flashed from her
eyes, the Doctor could not deny but that she was at this
moment wonderfully lovely. She also felt obliged to
say something now, and began, over her shoulder:
" I think the name a very common one."
" It is my own name," said the Doctor; " and as I

for the

hear
a
is

every day,

it

I

must agree with you.

It is at least

German name," he added, good humoredly. " It
a pity that they are so much neglected."
"As my name is a foreign one," replied Laura, again

over her shoulder, "

I

have a right

to prefer foreign

names."
" If she continues like this the whole day," thought
Fritz, discouraged, " I shall have a very pleasant
time of
"

I

it,

indeed."

must

sit

thought she.
"

next him at dinner, and bear the insult,"

"Ah!

life is terrible."

They arrived at the house, both glad to find themamong others. When they entered the room,

selves

they hurried to different parts of

it;

but, of course,

being obliged to greet the young mother, they again

had

to meet.

When

Laura turned

to her

godmother,

the Doctor also approached from the other side, and

good lady called

come together

They went

in his

Translation Copyrighted.

at last the

nurse

—a

verj' resolute

woman

With the approach of sunset the duties of the day
became more insupportable. At the christening feast
all Laura's most gloomy anticipations were fulfilled,
for she was seated beside the Doctor; and, for both, it
was a most disagreeable meal, indeed. The Doctor
once more ventured to make some advances, hoping to
break through her incomprehensible mood, but he
might as well have attempted to thaw the ice of a
glacier with a lucifer match, for Laura had now become
an adept in the expression of social contempt. She
conversed exclusively with the father of the child, who
sat at her other side, and encouraged by his cheerful gossip she recovered her wonted elasticity of spirit; while

became more silent, and noticeably neglected a
woman, his left-hand neighbor. But
things grew still worse. When the proper time apFritz

pleasing young

proached, the other godfather, a city councillor, a man
of the world and a good speaker, came behind the
Doctor's chair, and declared that he could not undertake to bring the christening toast as he was suffering

with a headache, which drove away

all

his thoughts,

and that the Doctor must speak in his stead. The
possibility of this had never occurred to the Doctor,
and it was so unpleasant to him in his present mood
that he quietly, but firmly, refused his consent to the
Laura again listened with deep contempt
proposal.
to the discussion between the two gentlemen about an
oratorical exercise which was not even to be put in
writing.
The master of the house also observed it,
and a feeling o\ awkward expectation threw a gloom
over the society, which is not calculated to encourage
unwilling after-dinner speakers, but rather to depress
them, and scatter their thoughts. Just, however, as
the Doctor was on the point of performing his duty,

Laura, after giving him another cold look, rose and
She was greeted with a loud bravo;
and she then said, to the astonishment of herself, and
clinked her glass.
delight of

all

present: "

As the gentlemen sponsors

inclined to do their duty,

are

it."

tolerably, the situation being so desperate that

little Fritz tossed about
godmother's arms, frightened at the baptismal
font; but when he was handed over to the tall Fritz,
he broke out into an angry cry; and Laura observed
with contempt how disconcerted the Doctor was, and

to church.

till

to his assistance.

The

to

to her

because you have wished

— came

beg pardon for undertaking what they ought to have done." Thereupon, she bravely proposed and led the toast; it was
a bold undertaking, but it was successful, and she was
overwhelmed with applause. On the other hand, sarcastic speeches were made against the Doctor by the
gentlemen present. Nevertheless, he extricated himself

mind the day when they had
summer residence, and she could
not refrain from exclaiming: "That portends something; you have again come together, dear children."
Laura raised her head proudly, and replied: "Only

the

1035

so

little

stored to

him

his powers; nay, he

I

it

re-

had the impudence to

declare that he delayed intentionally, in order to procure
the pleasure which all must have experienced in listening to the eloquence of his neighHe then made an amusing speech on every posbor.
for the society

^

io.^6
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and all laughed, but they did not know
what he was aiming at, till he adroitly turned it upon
the godfathers and godmothers and in particular proposed the health of his charming neighbor who sat
beside him. This answered well enough for the other
guests, but to Laura it was insufferable mockery and
hypocrisy; and when she had to clink glasses with him,
she looked so indignantly at him, that he quickly
drew back from her.
He now began to show his indifference after his
fashion; he talked loudly to his neighbor, and drank
many glasses of wine. Laura drew her chair away
from him; fearing that he might drink too much, he
became an object of annoyance to her, and she gradually
relapsed into silence. But the Doctor took no heed of
this,* again he clinked his glass, and made another
speech, which was so comical that it produced the
happiest effect on the company. But Laura sat as
stiff as a stone image, only casting an occasional
After that the Doctor left
stolen glance towards him.
sible subject;

her side; his chair stood vacant, but, figuratively
speaking, the cotton pocket-handkerchief and the
still lay upon it, and it seemed quite
uneasy under its invisible burden. The Doctor, meanwhile, went about the table, stopping here and there
to pay his respects; and wherever he stopped there
was laughing and clinking of glasses. When he had
finished his round, he approached the host and hostess;
and Laura heard them thank him for the merry even-

small fur gloves

ing,

and praise the gaiety of his

spirits.

He then returned to his place; and now he had the
impudence to turn to Laura, and, with an expression
in which she clearly perceived a sneer, he held out his
hand to her under the table, saying, " Let us make
peace, naughty godmother; give me your hand."
Laura's whole heart revolted, and she exclaimed,
" You shall have my hand immediately."
She put her
hand quickly into her pocket, put on one of the cat'sskin gloves, and scratched him with it on the back of
" There, take what you deserve."
his hand.
The Doctor felt a sharp pain; he raised his hand,
and he perceived it was tattooed with red streaks.
Laura threw the glove into his lap, and added: " If
I were a man, I would make you feel in another way
the insult you have offered me."
The Doctor looked about him; his left-hand neighbor had risen; and on the other side, the master of the
house, bending over the table, formed a convenient
He looked
wall between them and the outer world.
in astonishment at the challenge in his lap; it was all
incomprehensible to him; he was conscious but of
one thing, that Laura, in spite of her passion, was enchantingly beautiful.

He too put his hand into his pocket, and said:
" Happily, I am in a position to bind your present of

this morning about the wounds."
He pulled out the
red and black handkerchief, and began to wind it

round his wounded hand; in doing which, it could not
being seen that the hand had a most uncanny and
murderous appearance. When Laura saw the bloody
scratches, she was shocked, but she bravely concealed
her repentance, saying coldly, " At' least it would be
better for your hand if you would take my handkerchief as a bandage, instead of that stiff clumsy thing."
" It is your handkerchief," replied the Doctor, sorfail

rowfully.
"

This

manner

is

worst of

all,"

cried Laura, with quivering

You have behaved towards me to-day

"

voice.

that

is

highly humiliating to me, and

I

in a

ask

you what have I done to deserve such treatment?"
"What have I done to deserve such reproaches?"
asked the Doctor, in return. "This morning you sent
me this with your compliments.
" I?" cried Laura; "you sent me these cat's paws.
But I did not send that handkerchief. My handkerchief had none of the beauty of this colored print
it was only white."
" I may say the same of my gloves; they were not
blessed with claws they were plain kid."
Laura turned to him, anxiously gazing into his

—

—

" Is that true?"

face.

" It

is

"

true," said the Doctor, with convincing sin-

know nothing about
Then we are both victims

cerity; "

I

these gloves."

of a deception," cried
Laura, confounded. " Oh, forgive me, and forget
what has passed." Guessing the state of the case,

she continued: "
subject.

Permit

I

beg

me

of

to

you to say no more on the
bind your hand with this

handkerchief."

He

held out his hand; she staunched the blood

with her handkerchief, and hastily

wound

it

about the

scratches.
" It is too small for a bandage," she said, sorrowfully; "

we must put your own over

a disagreeable day. Doctor.

it.

Oh, forget

This has been
it, and do not

be angry with me."

The Doctor was by no means inclined to be angry,
might be perceived from the eager conversation
into which they now fell. Their hearts were lightened;
as

they vied with each other in their efforts

at sincerity;

and when the c'arriage set them do^vn at their own
doors, they bade each other a cordial good-night.
The following morning, Mr. Hummel entered
Laura's private room, and laid a blue paper upon the
table.

" There was a mistake yesterday," he said; " here
what belongs to you."
Laura opened the paper quickly; it contained an
embroidered handkerchief.
" I have also sent back the gloves to the Doctor,
is
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my compliments, informing him that there was a
misunderstanding, and that /, your father, Hummel,
sent him what was his own."
" Father," cried Laura, going up to him, " this
with

insult was unnecessary.
Upon me you may inwhatever your hatred to your neighbors prompts
you to do, but that you should again wound another
This
after what has passed yesterday, is cruel of you.
liandkerchief belongs to the Doctor, and I shall give

new

flict

him

it

at the first opportunity."

" Exactly," said

broidered by your

Hummel; " it is hemmed and emown hands. You are responsible

whatever you do now. But you know, and he
too, how I feel about these exchanges of civilities.
If you choose to act contrary to my expressed
wishes, you may.
I will not consent to our house being upon terms of exchanging presents, either small
or great, with the Hahns; and since you, as I hear,
often meet the Doctor at our lodgers', it will be as well
for you to bear this in mind."
for

knows

He went

out of the

room

complacentl)', and left his

daughter in revolt againsthis harsh commands. She had
not ventured to contradict him, for he was unusually
calm to-day, different from his ordinary blustering man-

and she felt there was a meaning in his words that
checked her utterance and sent the blood to her
cheeks.
It was a stormy morning for her journal.
ner,

Mr. Hummel was busy at his office with a consignment of soldiers' caps, when he was disturbed by
a knock at the door, and, to his surprise, Fritz Hahn
entered.
Hummel remained seated with dignity, till
his caller had made a respectful bow, then he slowly
rose, and began, in a business tone:
"What can I do for you, Doctor? If you need a
fine felt hat, as I presume you do, the salesroom is on
the floor below."

I

"I know that," replied the Doctor, politely. "But
am come, in the first place, to thank you for the hand-

kerchief

you so kindly selected and sent

me

as a pres-

ent yesterday."

cher was painted upon
I

"Old

Blii-

he is a countryman of mine,
thought on that account the handkerchief would
it;

be acceptable to you."

"Quite right," answered
to

preserve

add

to

my

it

Fritz.

as a keepsake.

"I shall be careful

must, at the same time,

I

thanks the request that you will deliver

these gloves to Miss Laura.

If

a mistake occurred

yesterday in the delivery, as you kindly informed me,
it

to

was not

my

fault.

your daughter,

I,

As these gloves already belong
of course, cannot take them back."

" That's better still!" said

Hummel,

" but

you are

The gloves do not belong to my daughter;
they were bought by you, and have never been seen
in error.

by her; and early

1037
morning they were returned

this

to

their possessor."
" Pardon me," rejoined Fritz, " if I take your own
words as testimony against you; the gloves were yesterday, according to the custom of the country, sent
as a present to Miss Laura; j-ou yourself received
them from the hands of the messenger, and, by your
words, acknowledged them. The gloves, therefore,
by your own co-operation, have become the property
of the young lady, and I have no claim to them."
"

No advocate could
Hummel easily.

put the case

replied

"

There

in a better light,"

only one objection
to it.
These gloves were non-apparent; they were
covered with paper and flowers, like frogs in the grass.
is

Had you come to me openly with your gloves, and
requested to be allowed to give them to my daughter, I
should have told you yesterday what I now say, that I
consider you a worthy young man, and that I have no
objection to your standing as godfather every day in
I do very much object to your^showing
daughter what hereabouts are called attentions. I

the year, but

my
am
is

not kindly disposed towards your family and, what
I do not wish to be; therefore I cannot permit

more,

that

you should be so towards mine.

right for one

"

I

am

is fitting

For what

is

for the other."

placed again

in the

unfortunate predicament

you by your own actions," rejoined the
Doctor. " You, yesterday, honored me with a mark
of civility. As you have made me a present of a handkerchief, in token of your favor, to which, as I had not
stood godfather with you, I had no claim, I also may
say that what is right for one is fitting for the other.
Therefore you cannot object to my sending these gloves
of confuting

to a

member

of

your family."

Hummel

laughed. "With all respect to you>
Doctor, you have forgotten that father and daughter are
not quite the same thing.
I have no objection that

Mr.

you should occasionally make me a present

if you cannot resist the inclination to do so; I shall then consider
what I can send you in return; and if you think that

these gloves will suit me,

Hummel.

" That's pretty good!" said

and

COTJRT.

keep them as a token
and if ever we should
stand together as godfathers, I shall put them on and
exhibit them for your benefit."
" I have delivered them to you as the property of
your daughter," replied Fritz, with composure; " how
you may dispose of them I cannot decide. You know
of reconciliation

my

between

I

will

us;

wishes."

"Yes, perfectly. Doctor," assented
affair is

now

settled

cerned, and there

"Not

is

to

Hummel; "the

the satisfaction of

an end

all

con-

of it."

quite yet," replied the Doctor.

"What now

comes is a demand I have upon you. Miss Laura, as
godmother with me, prepared and sent me a handkerchief.
That handkerchief has not come into my

—
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hands, but I have undoubtedly the right to consider it
as my property, and I beg of you most humbly to send

me."
Oho!" cried Hummel, the bear beginning to stir
within him, " that looks like defiance, and must be
met with different language. With my good will you
shall not receive the handkerchief; it has been given
back to my daughter, and if she presents it to you she
will act as a disobedient child, contrary to the comto

it

The Science

"

mands of her father."
" Then it is my intention

to oblige

you

to recall this

prohibition," rephed the Doctor, energetically.

terday

I

"Yes-

Delivered

I

sent to Miss

have excited

in

Laura

First published in

I

and injurious treatstranger, even though he were an adversary,

tinent jester.

ment of a
you have acted
man."

deceitful

as does not

become an honorable

steps.
" Zounds!" he growled, "is

it
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at
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it

will all

For, between ourselves,

be of no avail.

I

.

have nothing

of

what you

call delicacy of feelijig.

feel yourself offended by me,

you

sorry, in so far as

I

see in you a

I

If

should be very

young man

of spirit,

But when, on the other hand,
I consider that you are Fritz Hahn, I convince myself
that it is quite right that you should feel aggrieved by
me. With that you must rest content."
" What you say," replied Fritz, " is not only un-

who

civil,

also can be rude.

but unjust.

I

is,

at all events,

reparation; and this feeling

more agreeable

to

me

than

if I

were

your position."
" I see we understand each other in everything,"
" Like two business men, we both
replied Hummel.

in

seek our

own

advantage.

It is

agreeable to you to feel

have injured you, and to me that is a matter of
So let it remain. Doctor; we are at
heart, and before all the world, enemies; but for the
that

I

indifference.

rest, all respect to
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